The critical role of lithium nitrate in the gas evolution of lithium–sulfur batteries†
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Sulfur–carbon composites are promising next generation cathode materials for high energy density lithium batteries and thus, their discharge and charge properties have been studied with increasing intensity in recent years. While the sulfur-based redox reactions are reasonably well understood, the knowledge of deleterious side reactions in lithium–sulfur batteries is still limited. In particular, the gassing behavior has not yet been investigated, although it is known that lithium metal readily reacts with the commonly used ethereal electrolytes. Herein, we describe, for the first time, gas evolution in operating lithium–sulfur cells with a diglyme-based electrolyte and evaluate the effect of the polysulfide shuttle-suppressing additive LiNO3. The use of the combination of two operando techniques (pressure measurements and online continuous flow differential electrochemical mass spectrometry coupled with infrared spectroscopy) demonstrates that the additive dramatically reduces, but does not completely eliminate gassing. The major increase in pressure occurs during charge, immediately after fresh lithium is deposited, but there are differences in gas generation during cycling depending on the addition of LiNO3. Cells with LiNO3 show evolution of N2 and N2O in addition to CH4 and H2, the latter being the main volatile decomposition products. Collectively, these results provide novel insight into the important function of LiNO3 as a stabilizing additive in lithium–sulfur batteries.

1 Introduction

The lithium–sulfur (Li–S) system forms the chemical basis for one of the most promising next generation battery technologies with a high theoretical energy density of 2500 Wh kg−1 (or 2800 Wh L−1) and with sulfur as a cheap and abundant cathode material.1

It relies on the stepwise reaction of S8 through intermediate lithium polysulfides of different chain lengths (Li2Sx with 2 ≤ x ≤ 8) to Li2S during discharge and back to elemental sulfur during charge.2 Simultaneously, lithium is dissolved and re-deposited at the anode, respectively. In the past decade, research has been conducted mainly to improve the cathode design, e.g., by the synthesis of novel carbons and composite structures, with the goal to better trap the lithium polysulfide species and improve their interactions with the host material.3–8 This leads to higher sulfur utilization and therefore, higher specific capacities and longer battery life. In addition, investigations have been performed to further understand reaction and conversion mechanisms of lithium polysulfides during cycling through advanced in situ and operando techniques.2,6 Major challenges of Li–S batteries...
still are fast capacity fading caused by the polysulfide shuttle and decomposition of the ethereal electrolyte solvents, which are mainly related to the lithium metal anode. The most commonly used solvents are 1,3-dioxolane (DOL) and 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) as a mixture or longer chain glymes. The shuttle reaction, briefly, is a typical problem of conversion-type batteries where oxidized/reduced species diffuse to the opposite electrode site and are re-oxidized/reduced. Lithium nitrate (LiNO₃) was found to be the most effective shuttle suppressor when used as an additive. Its degradation products form a protective passivation layer on lithium which results in higher Coulombic efficiencies. Unfortunately, LiNO₃ is continuously consumed during cycling.

Typically, the problems related to the anode are compensated by use of excess electrolyte. This, however, decreases the gravimetric energy density considerably. The majority of publications also report low sulfur loadings resulting in improved cycling performance by not stressing the anode as much. To reach energy densities comparable to or higher than the state of the art lithium-ion batteries, high sulfur loadings (≥5 mg cm⁻²) and low amounts of electrolyte (electrolyte/sulfur ratio ≤4:1 by weight) are needed. However, under such conditions, Li-S batteries usually fail after a hundred cycles because of severe anode corrosion.

In recent years, a few ex situ studies have been performed to gain a better understanding of failure mechanisms with respect to decomposition reactions at the anode. For example, Aurbach and coworkers investigated the decomposition products on lithium in the presence of DOL/LiTFSI/LiNO₃ through Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and found poly-DOL-oligomers as well as Li₂SO₄ and Li₂SO₃ on the surface. The generation of the latter inorganic products was confirmed by a different study using XPS. This study also revealed that only in the presence of both lithium polysulfides and LiNO₃ a relatively stable and compact solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) on lithium is formed. Overall, the ex situ examination of reactive electrode surfaces is a major challenge (e.g., with respect to contamination from the atmosphere before and during analysis) and thus, interpretation of data should be carried out with care. To the best of our knowledge, no in situ study on electrolyte decomposition reactions in Li-S batteries has been reported in the literature so far. Particularly, monitoring of gas formation should provide a better insight into degradation processes. Only if decomposition products are clearly identified can a better understanding of failure mechanisms in Li-S cells be gained and with that, novel additives suggested or better electrolyte components developed to protect the lithium metal anode.

Herein, we investigate, for the first time, the gassing processes in operating Li-S cells using diglyme/LiTFSI electrolyte (with and without LiNO₃) by means of pressure measurements as well as simultaneous online analysis of the gases by mass spectrometry (MS) and FTIR spectroscopy. For the gas analysis, we have designed a special battery cell, in which a typical anode/separator/cathode setup is implemented and have established a novel and unique flow-through differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) system. Our approach to add a gas FTIR cell to this system—referred to as differential electrochemical infrared spectroscopy (DEIRS) in the following—helped to facilitate the identification of gas molecules. First, we show the gassing of Li-S cells with and without LiNO₃ in general. Then, we focus on the nature of the gaseous products and on their generation patterns during cycling and open circuit voltage (OCV) periods. Isotopically labeled nitrate was used to correctly identify the evolution of N₂ and N₂O.

2 Results and discussion

To obtain full information on the gassing behavior of conventional Li-S batteries, we have used the combination of in operando DEMS-DEIRS and pressure measurements. The electrolyte solvent was chosen to be diglyme instead of the more commonly used mixture of DOL and DME. The shorter chain ethers are too volatile to be used in a flow through DEMS-DEIRS setup, like that established in our laboratory (diglyme has only 1/16th or 1/23rd of the vapor pressure of DME or DOL, respectively). However, various glymes have been used before and they give similar voltage profiles during charge and discharge.

2.1 Pressure measurements

To investigate how much gas is formed during cycling, pressure measurements were performed first. Fig. 1 shows the pressure trends with respect to the individual cycling profile in diglyme using LiTFSI as the sole supporting salt and additionally containing LiNO₃ as an additive.

After assembling, each system was allowed to equilibrate for 48 h prior to cycling to guarantee a stable pressure background (only the last 8 h of the OCV period are shown for clarity in Fig. 1a and b). ΔP was calculated from the absolute pressure according to: ΔP(t) = P(t) - P(40 h). This means the pressure after 40 h was subtracted from the measured values of P. Thus, for the sake of clarity, ΔP represents a relative value. Both cells show about the same pressure trend in the formation (first) cycle at C/10, with a small increase at the beginning of discharge as well as during the entire charge by about 2 mbar. Major differences can be seen upon further cycling at C/5. For the cell with LiNO₃ (Fig. 1a), pressure always increases during charging (lithium deposition on the anode) by <1 mbar, while a decrease (>1 mbar) can be observed on discharge (see also Fig. S1, ESI† with a smaller ΔP range for more details). This results in an overall slight decrease of a few mbar after multiple cycles. A possible explanation for that could be that gases are produced spontaneously as soon as the electrolyte comes into contact with the fresh lithium anode, i.e., before the pressure sensor is connected to the cell. A decrease thereafter can only be explained by either dissolution of the gases within the electrolyte or consumption of certain gaseous products by reactions to form, e.g., solid components or by the volume change of the electrodes. Another possibility is that sulfur from the cathode is being dissolved in the form of anionic species. This induces the dissolution of the lithium anode, causing a decrease in its volume and with that a decrease of the total pressure in the cell. The effect of volume change of the lithium anode on the pressure change in the system is shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†). In contrast, the
To identify the gases formed during cycling, DEMS-DEIRS was conducted on nitrate-containing and nitrate-free Li–S batteries. Fig. 2 shows the ion currents for $m/z = 2, 15$ and $16$ with respect to the voltage profile measured in cells with LiNO$_3$. The $m/z = 2$ channel corresponds to H$_2$ (beneath the H$_2$ fragmented from the volatile diglyme in the MS). It is generated already in the initial OCV period (7 h for the DEMS-DEIRS experiments) due to the reaction of the electrolyte with lithium, later at the very beginning of the first discharge and during each subsequent charge cycle. It seems that less H$_2$ is produced as the cell is cycled. During charge, a fresh lithium surface is created which could cause the reductive formation of H$_2$ before the formation of the SEI layer. Another gaseous compound we were able to identify during cycling, though in small quantity, is CH$_4$. The signals for $m/z = 15$ and $16$ indicate its existence, and the characteristic FTIR vibrations (Fig. 4, inset) unequivocally identify it. Both the MS and FTIR data show very similar behavior. The dramatic change of the MS signals during the first OCV period and in the first cycle is caused by electrolyte signal fluctuation ($m/z = 45$ and $59$, also fragments of diglyme, follow the very same trend) and the presence of O$_2$ that is gradually purged out.

There is virtually no generation of CH$_4$ until the second cycle and this is further supported by FTIR, making the simultaneous use of vibrational spectroscopy even more powerful. CH$_4$ evolves in an alternating fashion to H$_2$ in each discharge, but not from the beginning (strong increase from the voltage dip between the discharge plateaus), and increases with the cycle number. The voltage dip indicates supersaturation of S$_2^{2-}$ and an increased electrolyte resistance. It is likely that the reactive Li is protected by an SEI layer formed through reactions with LiNO$_3$ since the cell without LiNO$_3$ shows more pronounced gassing. Therefore, the reductive decomposition of the electrolyte solvent (diglyme) occurs at the cathode side. The cathode still shows a quite negative potential even in a fully charged state with reference to the standard hydrogen electrode (ca. −500 mV). However, the most intense CH$_4$ evolution can be observed with decreasing cathode potential, also supporting this assumption.

At the beginning, the electrocatalytically active carbon surface...
However, H2O contamination presumably contributes only initially to the H2 evolution. We hypothesize that in addition to the formation of CH4 an alcohol (e.g., methanol or longer chain alcohol) is formed in the reduction process of diglyme during discharge. This “reaction product” can be reduced to form H2 in the next charge cycle. We note that the SEI might not only be Li+ conducting, but also H+ conducting. CH4 is most likely generated from the methyl group of diglyme. Similarly, CH4 should be generated from DME in DOL/DME-based electrolytes. To test whether the SEI on lithium really prevents further decomposition reactions, an OCV period of 16 h was added after cycling. As in the pressure measurements, the cell potential stabilized quickly at 2.4 V and the signals for H2 and CH4 decreased. Thereafter, the battery was cycled for a few more hours and the trends for CH4 and H2 gas evolution are very similar to the previous cycles.

We also observe some trends for ions with m/z = 28 and 44 with Li–S cells containing LiNO3 during cycling. The corresponding gases could be N2 or CO (m/z = 28) and N2O or CO2 (m/z = 44). To reveal the identity and origin of the gases concealed by these masses, experiments with isotopically labeled nitrate (Li15NO3 and Li15N18O3) were conducted (Fig. 3). The use of labeled nitrate identified the gases as N2 (m/z = 28 for N2 or 30 for 15N2) and N2O (m/z = 44 for N2O, 46 for 15N2O or 48 for 15N218O) and at the same time proves their origin from the added LiNO3 and not from contamination, e.g., air leaks or H2O in the electrolyte. These results should help to further understand the role and mechanism of the polysulfide shuttle-suppressing additive in Li–S batteries. During each charge, especially increasing towards the end of the charge cycle, N2 and N2O are generated, meaning that the nitrogen from nitrate is reduced. Their formation overlaps exactly with that of H2 gas during cycling.

In the experiments without LiNO3, the generation of H2 and CH4 is much more pronounced (higher signal to noise ratio of the signals). Fig. 4 shows the trend of the MS and FTIR signals. Similar to the Li–S cells with LiNO3, in the first cycle, H2 is produced at the beginning of discharge and during the entire charge. In subsequent cycles, H2 is evolved further and the amount seems to gradually exceed that which can effectively be purged out. There is a much steeper increase of H2 generation towards the end of charge than in cells containing additives. This might be because there is no protective layer on the freshly deposited lithium, unlike in the case with additive. Also different is the appearance of a H2 peak at the voltage dip of discharge. CH4 is again produced mainly during discharge, but in higher amounts. As is evident, its evolution contributes significantly to the pressure increase shown in Fig. 1. We also observe further increased CH4 production during the OCV period after cycling, which is consistent with the pressure trend for the cells without LiNO3. Without LiNO3 the SEI formed on Li (if at all) is less stable. Most probably, Li reacts instantaneously with the electrolyte when assembling the cell. During electrochemical cycling, Li becomes more “reactive” due to continuous dissolution/deposition which increases the surface area. Without the protective SEI layer, diglyme readily reacts with Li, which is probably more reactive when charging the battery (Li deposition on the anode)—with that the signal of CH4 increases in the charge cycle. As evident from the pressure measurements and MS/IR data, the reduction of diglyme continues in the OCV period (increasing pressure and methane signal). Therefore, it must be a chemical process occurring on lithium. Eqn (1)–(3) below describe possible reactions of LiNO3 in
We observe the generation of other gases, such as N₂ and N₂O, during the charge cycles, as shown in Fig. 4. The FTIR spectra of CH₄ measured with the DEIRS setup at 15-16°C reveal characteristic vibrations of CH₄ (red) at 3015 cm⁻¹, the Q-branch of CH₄ (yellow) at 4088 cm⁻¹, and the R-branch of CH₄ (green) at 3928 cm⁻¹. This indicates the presence of CH₄ in the cell during the charge process.

From our pressure measurements, we observe that CH₄ and N₂ are the major gaseous decomposition products, particularly during charging. However, the generation of H₂ is limited, as shown in Fig. 4. The promotion of CH₄ and N₂ is observed in cells without LiNO₃ additive, while the formation of H₂ is still limited even in these cases.

According to eqn (2), sulfur reacts with LiNO₂. Given that sulfur forms in the charge cycle, the formation of N₂O, which reacts further with Li to give N₂ (eqn (3)), is expected to occur during charge, in line with our findings. A reaction similar to that in eqn (2) has already been reported by Schmidt et al. They studied the conversion of NaNO₂ to Na₂S₂O₃ through reaction with S₈ in a non-aqueous medium (see also gas evolution in symmetric Li-Li cells with and without the LiNO₃ additive in Fig. S3, ESI†). In addition, we hypothesize the formation of methyl radicals that can further react with the electrolyte to produce CH₄. However, the mechanism of this reaction might be very complex. Unveiling goes beyond the scope of the paper and further experiments are needed. Because H₂ formation is observed during the entire cycling process, it does not originate solely from water residues. It is more likely that a reaction product—e.g., an alcohol—forms during discharge (e.g., beneath CH₄) and further reacts to form H₂ during charge.

Overall, the DEMS-DEIRS results are in good agreement with the pressure measurements. However, care should be taken when comparing the details. The system for pressure measurements is closed and gases can potentially further react to form other products, which may influence the pressure change. On the other hand, the flow-through cell used for DEMS-DEIRS is continuously purged and all gases, once generated, have little time for follow-up reactions.

Besides CH₄ and H₂, we were able to find other gaseous decomposition products for some experiments independent of LiNO₃ addition, like H₂S (m/z = 32, 33 and 34) and SO₂ (m/z = 64 and 48 and characteristic vibrations in the FTIR spectrum). However, there was no clear pattern or trend on why these gases occasionally show up. It is very likely that the generation of H₂S and SO₂ is related to the total amount of H₂O contamination in the battery cell and further experiments are needed to investigate this relationship.

### 3 Conclusions

This study reveals, for the first time, gas evolution in operating lithium–sulfur batteries. CH₄ and H₂ were identified as the major gaseous decomposition products, particularly during charging when a fresh lithium surface is created at the anode. We show that gassing is suppressed when LiNO₃ is used as an electrolyte additive. Especially, the amount of CH₄ is dramatically decreased and either very little or no H₂ is generated during discharge. Further N₂ and N₂O evolve in the charge cycles when LiNO₃ is present. Their generation is probably related to the formation of a relatively stable SEI on lithium and with that, suppression of the polysulfide shuttle. From our pressure measurements, it seems that these gases are consumed and possibly built into the SEI. Therefore, it would be interesting to test whether just simple addition of N₂ and/or N₂O instead of LiNO₃ will give the same positive or even a better effect during cycling. Some measurements also revealed H₂S evolution independent of LiNO₃ addition. Its appearance could be related to the H₂O traces in the battery cell, but further work is needed to confirm this hypothesis.

### 4 Experimental

#### 4.1 Materials and electrode preparation

For the preparation of the positive electrode, sulfur (Aldrich, reagent grade), Super C65 (Timcal) and Printex-XE2 (Orion) in a ratio of 1.7:0.5:0.5 were ground. Poly(vinyl alcohol) Selvol 425 (Sekisui) dissolved in a mixture of water, isopropanol and 1-methoxy-2-propanol was added to the blend and the mixture was ball-milled for 20 h to form a slurry. The slurry was then coated onto 8 μm-thick primed aluminum and dried in a vacuum at 40 °C for 16 h. The sulfur content in the electrode was 60%, with sulfur loadings of 1.7–1.8 mg cm⁻². Coin-type cells were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox by stacking a lithium...
anode (China Lithium Ltd, size: 600 μm × 40 mm), a GF/A separator (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Whatman, 42 mm diameter) and a cathode (40 mm diameter with a 4 mm hole in the center) using 600 μL of electrolyte. The electrolyte was either a solution of 0.325 M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonimid)e (LiTFSI, Aldrich, 99.95%) and 0.675 M lithium nitrate (Merck, 99.995%) or just 1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonimid)e in bis(2-methoxyethyl)ether (diglyme, Aldrich, 99.95%). The water content of all electrolytes used was <20 ppm, except that the electrolyte prepared with Li15N18O3 had 120 ppm, as determined by Karl Fischer titration. Li15N18O3 was prepared by addition of 1.1 eq. of Li2CO3 to a diluted aqueous solution of H15NO3 (Aldrich, 98 at% 15N). Once gas evolution was completed, solid byproducts were removed from the reaction solution by filtration and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The remaining white solid (Li15N18O3) was dried at 180 °C for 24 h yielding 61%.

4.2 Electrochemical testing

Electrochemical cycling was performed in the potential range of 1.7–2.5 V with respect to Li/Li+ using a BioLogic VSP-300 potentiostat. The batteries were kept at rest (OCV) for several hours prior to cycling to allow for equilibration. This resulted in a similar initial potential of each cell and therefore, comparable conditions. The OCV period was set to 7 h for DEMS-DEIRS experiments and 48 h for pressure measurements (to guarantee full equilibration by temperature). Pressure measurements were performed in a temperature-controlled cabinet (ESPEC Corp. PU-1KP) set to 25 °C. After one cycle at C/10 (with 1C = 1672 mA g−1 sulfur) was completed, the cells were cycled at charge and discharge rates of C/5. For cells without lithium nitrate, a time limit in addition to the potential limit was set to terminate the charge step and avoid shuttling.26

4.3 Instrumentation

Both the DEMS setup and battery design have been described elsewhere.21,22 The same cell was used for pressure and DEMS-DEIRS measurements. A commercially available quadrupole mass spectrometer with a scan range of 1–200 Da and detection limits down to 10 ppb and a secondary electron multiplier detector was used for gas analysis (GSD 320 O2, OmnisStar Gasanalyse system, Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH, Germany). DEIRS measurements were performed using an FTIR spectrophotometer (Bruker Tensor II) equipped with a heated gas cell module.22 The FTIR signal in Fig. 2 and 4 is the integrated area of the Q-branch of CH4 at 3010–3021 cm−1. For pressure measurements, one of the cell lid holes was closed with a screw, while the other one was equipped with a pressure sensor (Omega PAA33X-V-3).
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